ABOUT TRAVIX
Travix International, the largest online travel company in the Netherlands, manages an extensive portfolio of travel-focused websites operating under the brand names CheapTickets, BudgetAir, EasyToBook.com, Vayama, Vliegwinkel and Flugladen. Our central office is located in Amsterdam.

WHAT WE’RE LOOKING FOR
On our IT department we are continuously looking for IT Trainees who would like to do an internship or an assignment at Travix.

You've got:
✓ Drive;
✓ Commitment;
✓ Ambition;
✓ Interest in developing yourself;
✓ Basic IT-skills.

Further more you:
✓ Speak fluently English;
✓ Are doing a Technology based study;
✓ Are in your Senior year.

WHY TRAVIX?
At Travix you'll have a dedicated mentor, a proven development program and the opportunity to develop your skills and knowledge. If you have other great ideas regarding an assignment, we're open for discussion and looking forward to hear from you!

WHAT WE OFFER
We have several IT internships to offer. Please find out our different IT sections below. Depending on what you are studying or which skills or interest you have, you can apply for a specific internship like development, test management, architecture or business analysis. We've got: a 1 year, 9 month or 6 month programme during internship/assignment, depending on what you agreed on with your university/HBO.

THE INTERNSHIP
During this internship/assignment you'll support the key deliverables in the IT department. You will have clearly defined duties and responsibilities, have regular development meetings with your line manager and monthly face time with a senior member of the IT management team. Within the IT Development, we work according to the Scrum method, a modern and revolutionary means of developing software. Our IT departments consists of approximately 50 Technology Experts.

APPLY RIGHT AWAY!
Are you even enthusiastic as we are? Or have we raised your interest this far but looking for more information? Please let us know and get in touch with our Corporate Recruiter, Irene van Rosmalen. ivanrosmalen@travix.com / 0031-(0)61089 1773. You can send your CV together with your Cover letter to: jobs@travix.com and we'll get back to you as soon as possible. (Applications without a covering letter will not be considered)
OUR IT INTERNSHIPS

FRONTEND DEVELOPMENT
The trainee developer will be involved in designing, analyzing, implement and testing a social-media integration for our consumer brand (Cheaptickets, budgetair). This means working closely with OAuth, Facebook/Google+ API’s, learns webservice technology and integration between our frontends (MVC, current ASP.NET one, and others). All the latest technologies (HTML5, JS6, CSS3) will be touched and explored as needed.

BACKEND DEVELOPMENT (SERVICE-LAYER)
Developing a tool for the development teams to keep the dependencies of the service layer software in an overview. The service layer is the main engine of the ‘Cheaptickets‘ business and the internal software components must be kept maintainable. This is achieved by continuously keeping track on the layering of the different software components. New enhancements that are added need to be placed at the right place in the software. The tool that shows the overview of the service layer software will help the lead developers to think about the correct layering and structure of both the internal and external dependencies of the service layer.

QUALITY ASSURANCE (QA) – TEST MANAGEMENT
The devils triangle is time, money and quality. They’re always pulling at each other. Improving quality in an ambitious, web company with short time to market and tight budgets is challenging. It can be done on a lot of levels. But where can we gain the most? Your assignment can involve setting up a complete test-strategy or creating a concept for a state-of-the-art test automation framework. Are you ready to take quality assurance to the next level?

ARCHITECTURE
Investigate alternatives for the current logging architecture. The facts and plans of Travix to scale up, and with that their systems brings other demands to the logging architecture. Flexibility in growth / expansion is a must and more functional requirements are coming. New technologies are available today, like Hadoop HDFS or MongoDB, which could add value to the Travix systems. The investigation should cover technical analyses, implementation scenarios, risk analyses, a POC and financial consequences.

BUSINESS ANALYSIS
You will support the Analyst team in a number of areas across multiple projects with a focus on one of our 3 key projects (MSDA - Multi Source Data Aggregation ). The MSDA project has been chosen to align with the length of the Internship. This internship contains:
- Requirements capture
- Data analysis and modelling
- Requirements validation
- Delivering the platform for reporting solutions
- Developing bespoke reporting solutions